
Physis 407-07Gravity waves and Linear gravityThe geodesi deviation equationD2X iD� 2 = �RijklukulX l (1)suggests that if we regard partiles travelling under the inuene of gravityare simply travelling on straight lines in some metri spaetime, then thegeodesi deviation equation orresponds to the tidal motion of partiles in agravitational �eld. If we assume that uk are very slow motion timelike vetor,ut � 1 and the other omponents approx 0, and the metri is roughly of theform 1 + 2�, then the distane from one partile to the next are approxd2X idt2 � �RittjXj � �i�j�Xj (2)This suggests that it is trae of Rijkl{ namely Rjk = �Rijki = Rijik is theequivalent of r2�, the equation of motion of the Newtonian potential.Let us look at the ase where the the metri is almost the at Minkowskimetri. �ij = 0BBB� 1 0 0 00 �1 0 00 0 �1 00 0 0 �11CCCA (3)so that gij = �ij + hij (4)where hij is small ( In the ase of the earth the size of h is about or less than10�9 whih is very small). Writing all terms to only �rst order in h, we �ndRijkl = 12(��l�jhik + �k�jhil � �k�ihjl + �l�ihjk) (5)( Sine only the hij part of gij has a non-zero derivative, the Christofelsymbols also only ontain �rst order in h terms. Thus terms in the urvaturewhih are of the form �� would be of seond order and are negleted. ) ThenRij = 12(� hij � �i�jh + �i�khkj + �j�khki) (6)1



where = �ij�i�j (7)h = �ijhij (8)hij = �ikhkj (9)If we de�ne �hij = hij � 12h�ij (10)then Rij � 12(� hij + �i�k�hkj + �j�k�hki ) (11)Now, we an de�ne a new matrixGij = Rij � 12gijgklRkl (12)we have Gij � 12(� �hij + �i�k�hkj + �j�k�hki � �ij�l�k�hkl) (13)Ie, we have de�ned G purely in terms of �hNote that�jGij � 12(� �j�hji + �i�k�j�hjk + �j�hji � �i�k�j�hjk) (14)= 0 (15)for any hij.The Einstein equations beomeGij = 0 (16)in the absense of matter soures.Now, the oordinates are ompletely arbitrary. We an simplify the equa-tions if we hoose the oordinates approriately. In partiular we an hoosethe oordinates so that the metri obeys�j�hji = 0 (17)2



To show this, let us �rst look at how the metri hanges under a oordinatetransformation. gij = �~xk�xi �~xl�xj ~g(~x(x)) (18)Now lets assume that we are going to only make small oordinate transfor-mations. Ie, ~xi = xi + � i(x) (19)where we assume that � are all very small ( and of the same order at mostas the omponents of h.Then �~xk�xi � Æki + �i�k (20)Now, let us assume that gij = �ij + hij, ~gij = �ij + ~hij, and that � is of thesame order as h (ie, terms whih have a � and and h are disarded. We �ndhij = ~hij + �i�j + �j�i (21)where �i = �ik�k. Or, ~hij = hij � (�i�j + �j�i) (22)We also then have ~�hij = �hij � (�i�j + �j�i) + �ij�k�k (23)Furthermore, we have �k~�hki = �k�hki � �i (24)If we hoose �i = �k�hki (25)then �k~�hki = 0. That equation of � an always be solved. Ie, we an alwayshoose our oordinates so that the divergene of �h is zero.3



If this is true, then Gij = 12(� �hij) = 0 (26)Ie, we an always hooose the oordinates suh that hij = 0 and �k�hki =0. These seond set of equations are essentially equations whih determinethe oordinates in whih we are trying to solve the equations. They areoordinate onditions.Let us assume that we have a solution to these equations. There are stilladditional oordinate transformations we an apply. Let us assume that wehave solutions to the equations �hij = 0�j�hji = 0Now hoose the the new oordinates � i in the following way�t = 12 Z httdt (27)�b = Z htbdt� 12 Z Z �bhttd2t (28)We have~htt = htt � 2�t�t = 0 (29)~hta = hta � �t�a � �a�t = 0 (30)~h = h� 2�t�t + 2�a�a (31)= htt � haa � 2(12htt) + 2(Z Xa �ahtadt� 12 Z Z Xa �a�ahttd2t)(32)= �haa + 2 Z �t�htt � htt = 0 (33)where we have used the fat that�htb = htb (34)0 = �t�hjt = �t�htt �Xa �ahta (35)�htt = htt � 12(htt �Xa haa) = 12(htt +Xa haa (36)4



and the fat that hij = �2t hij �Xa �2ahij = 0 (37)whih means that �i = 0 (38)sine they depend on omponents of teh tensor hij.Ie, given a solution to the equations, one an always hange the oor-dinates so that htj = 0 and h = �ijhij = 0. The oordinate onditionspartialj�hji = 0 is alled the transverse oordinate ondition. (This an begeneralised to a oordinate ondition on the full metri �j(qjgjgij) = 0 whihis alled the harmoni oordinate ondition, sine this orresponds to theondition that the four oordinates obey the ondition thatxk = 1qjgj�iqjgjgij�jxk = 0 (39)whih has been found to be useful in solving the full non-linear Einsteinequations.)The ondition that h = �ijhij = 0 is alled the traeless ondition.Note that these further redutions that the time omponents and thetrae is zero requires that the equations obey the empty spae equations. Ifthere is a right hand side to the Einstein equations, we annot in generalmake the redution.Now, let us assume that we have found a solution to the empty spaeequation, and that the solution goes ashij = Dijei!(t�z)where the Dij are onstants. This is a plane wave solution travelling in thez diretion with veloity of light ( sine in our units  = 1. ) This ertainlyobeys hij = �2t hij � �2xhij � �2yhij � �2zhij = �!2hij � 0� 0 + !2hij = 0Choosing Dtj = 0 for all j gives the additional oordinate solution. andPaDaa = 0 impliments the traeless ondition (sine Dtt = 0 already). Fi-nally the "transverse" ondition gives �iDaiei!(t�z) = 0 gives Daz = 0 for all5



a. Thus the only terms left are Dxx; Dyy; Dxy = Dyx. But the traefreeondition requires that Dxx + Dyy = 0 so we are �nally left with only twoindependent non-zero terms. Dxx = �Dyy and Dxy = Dyx. These are thetwo polarizations of the gravity wave.If we have Dxx = Dyy = 0, and we rotate the oordinates through 45o, sothat ~x = (x+ y)=p2 and ~y = (x� y)℄p2, we then get~Dxx = � ~Dyy = DxyIe, the Dxy "ross" polarisation is the same as the other rotated by 45o.What do these gravity waves represent? They represent travelling dis-turbanes in distanes. The distanes in the xy plane hange as the metritravels by. These hanges in distanes an be measured. For example, if onehas a solid objet, as the distanes between the atoms hange, the atoms exertfores on eah other. Those fores start the atoms moving, and that motionwill in general ontinue after the gravity wave has gone by. Ie, the body willbe put into osillation by the passage of the wave, and that osillation anbe measured. Unfortunately, estimates of the size of the D plae it at the10�22 level so that one has to measure osillations in the body of frationalorder of 10�22. This is very very very small. These hanges in distane analso be measured diretly via a laser interferometer. Sine for example if thewave has polarizationDxx� = Dyy 6== 0, distanes in the x diretion hangein the opposite amount from distanes in the y diretion, if one sets up aninterferometer to ompare the x and y lengths of the arms by looking at theinterferene pattern in an interferometer with its two arms aligned with the xand y diretions, one an in priniple detet these hanges in length. Again,the smallness of the hanges makes this a hallenge. The urrent proposalhas interferometers with the arm lengths of the order of 4 km, and with thelight reeted bak and forth about 100 times, making the e�etive lengthsabout 400 km. But a 10�22 frational length hange is still only 4 � 10�17mor 10�10 of the wavelength of the light. Ie, one has to detet shifts in theinterferene pattern of one part in 1010. This means one needs extremelyhigh intensities in the interfeeometer arms ( kilowatts) without that high en-ergy vapourising the mirrors, and their oatings (or more seriously heatingthem and hanging the distanes by the expansion of the oatings). One alsoneeds EXTREMELY good seismi isolation (able to damp out the seizmivibration amplitude by up to 1015. Two suh interferometers exist in the US,6



one in Hanford Wa, and one in Livingston,Louisiana. While their urrentsensitivity is not good enough to detet soures believed to exist with a suf-�iently high rate of ourene (greater than one a year) the LIGO upgradeexpeted in the next few years should be sensitive enough to detet gravitywaves in the band from 10-1000 Hz.A proposal has high priority at NASA to plae an interferometer in spae,with arm lengths of 5,000,000 km alled LISA (Laser Interferometer in SpaeAntenna) to detet very low frequeny gravity waves ( 10�4 Hz to 10�1 Hz)0.1 SouresIf Gij = 0 is the soure free equations, then the soure equations must havesome tensor on the right hand side. Sine the linear equations �jGij = 0, theright hand side must also be something whih obeys suha a onservationlaw. It must forthermore (sine Newton taught us that mass is the soure ofgravity) be something that has something to do with the mass or the energyof the system. The onservation of energy an be written as�te +Xa �a(eva) = 0where e is the energy density, and eva is the energy urrent. This equation(just like the eletrodynami equation for onservation of harge�t� +r � ~J = 0Implies that the only way that the energy within a region an hange is bythe ow on energy into the region from outside. Similarly, we an write asimilar equation for eah omponent of momentum.�tPa +r � JPa = 0 (40)The momentum ow into a region ould be due to ows of momentum or dueto fores ating on the volume (stresses). These equations an be ombinedinto the Stress energy tensor Tij where T tt = e, Tta = eva, Tat = pa and Tabis the so alled stress tensor{ the fore with omponent a aross the surfaewith diretion omponent b. 7



Ie, if we look at�t Z T itd3x = Z �tT itd3x = � Z Xa �aT ia = 0Ie, R T itd3 is a onserved quantity, and the the four onservations laws weknow are onservation of energy and onservation of momentum. This tensoris therefor an objet whih enodes the energy and momemtum tensors, andthe way in whih energy and momentum ow or hange in a small volume.Let us take the simplest onserved energy momentum tensor, namelyTtt = MÆ3(x). delta3(x) is the "funtion ( atually distribution) suh thatR Æ3(x)d3x = 1, and whih is zero everywhere outside of x = y = z = 0. Thetotal energy is thus R T ttdx = M .The onservation of the tensor then implies that M = onst, ie M annotbe a funtion of time. The solution of Einstein's equations12(� �hij = �Tij (41)and assuming a time independent solution, gives12(r2�htt) = �Ttt = �MÆ3(x) (42)or �htt = 2�M 14�r (43)with all other omponents of �hij zero. Now, �htt = htt � 12�klhkl, and 0 =�hxx+ 12�klhkl, and similarly for hyy and hzz Sine �klhkl = htt�hxx�hyy�hzz,adding up the xx yy zz terms, we have 0 = 12(htt+hxx+hyy+hzz from whihwe �nd �htt = 2htt = 2�M 14�r (44)hxx = hyy = hzz = 12�htt = 2�M 14�r (45)Sine Einstein argued that gtt = 1 + 2�Newtonian and �Newtonian = �GMr wemust have that � = �8�G (46)8



Thus Einstein equations beomeGij = �8�GTij (47)and the equation for a pure energy distribution with negligible internalstresses is htt = hxx = hyy = hzz = �2GMr (48)To ompare with the Shwartzshild metri, we need to hange the roordinate. The at metri is d�2 + �2d�2 + �2sin2(�)d�2, so we need tohange the oordinate from the Shwartzshild r to a new �. Assuming r is afuntion of �, we get dr = drd�d�. and r2 = r2�2�2, If we hoose 11� 2Mr � drd��2 = r2�2 ,we an write the Shwartzshild metri asd� 2 = (1� 2Mr )dt2 � r2�2 (d�2 + �2d�2 + �2 sin2(�)d�2) (49)and taking z = r os(�), x = � sin(�) os(�), y = � sin(�) sin(�), we haved� 2 = (1� 2Mr )dt2 � r2�2 (dx2 + dy2 + dz2) (50)Solving for r(�) R drrq1�2Mr = R d�� = ln( 2�M ) (51)or r = �(1 + M2� )2 (52)r� =  1 + M2�!2 (53)So, d� 2 = 0�(1� M2�)(1 + M2� )1A2 dt2 � (1 + M2� )4(dx2 + dy2 + dz2) (54)9



This gives, to lowest order, htt = hxx = hyy = hzz = �2M� where � =px2 + y2 + z2 whih is just the linearized solution.Note again how the form of a solution an hange signi�antly by justhanging the oordinates. Also note that for this de�nition of the radialoordinate (whih is not the irumferene of the spheres), the horizon is at� = M2 . Ie, always beware of any laims about the something happening ata ertain oordinate. Always �nd out what that oordinate atually means.Note that � = M=2 means that the irumferene over 2� is (1 + M2� )2� =(1 + 1)2M2 = 2M as it had better be. What does this oordinate � mean? Itis the oordinate suh that the spatial metri is onfomally at (ie is the atmetri times some overall funtion.)Again this is one of the biggest problems with GR. The oordinate de-pendene makes it very hard to deide what the physis is.
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